The electron theory of health and disease. (Dr. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi)

Vitamin C, by virtue of the work of Dr. Klenner, is an absolute virucide. In all of the literature I have reviewed, and it has been quite massive, so far there has not been a single virus which, when brought into direct contact with adequate levels of vitamin C, either in vitro or in vivo, where the virus is not 100% inactivated or destroyed. Period.

In addition to being an absolute virucide, vitamin C is also strongly microbiocidal, in general. It will facilitate the cure of most infectious diseases.

Vitamin C is also, by all the literature I have reviewed, and it has been extensive, the absolute ideal, non-specific, anti-toxin. You find me a toxin; I've got the cure....I haven't found one that vitamin C won't neutralize.

All toxins poison by oxidizing enzymes and tissues. All toxic damage can be repaired by a high enough dose of antioxidants. Of course, such therapy must be given in a timely fashion, before irreversible clinical consequences have occurred in the poisoned subject. Interestingly, infectious diseases inflict their damage in essentially the same way as toxins.

Safety of vitamin C: An unparalleled track record.

It's still incredible the attacks on vitamin C; I can only imagine it is because it is so highly beneficial.

What's this about vitamin C and kidney stones? Newsflash: A Harvard study involving over 50,000 people shows that, not only did vitamin C not cause kidney stones but, it reduced the incidence of kidney stones, and helped resolve pre-existing kidney stones.

Quite simply and quite elegantly: All infections do their damage, with what is called oxidative stress, by electron theft or electron robbery. And the laboratory tests show this. All toxins act the same way. Vitamin C, is an antioxidant. It's ultimate task is to contribute electrons. And it's really that simple.

Electron flow: Whether electrons are taken away, or whether electrons are donated, is the final common denominator as to whether you make somebody better or worse.

Atherosclerosis is nothing more than focal arterial scurvy.

Glucose and vitamin C compete for use the same receptors to get inside the cell.

Modern medicine, through the popular press; through the scientific literature; they just lie. They lie and they misrepresent and they withhold the truth.

"Let no one who has the slightest desire to live in peace and quietness be tempted under any circumstances to enter upon the chivalrous task of trying to correct a popular error." --William Thomas, 1873

I suppose I am making a lot of friends here, but I am making a lot of the other variety too. But you got to do what you got to do. I got to say this: I'm not placing any halos upon my head, but staying in traditional cardiology, fifteen years ago, and doing my angiograms, and driving my Porsche, and everything else, would be a lot less stressful and a lot more lucrative than what I'm doing now.

"Do not let either the medical authorities or the politicians mislead you. Find out what the facts are, and make your own decisions about how to lead a happy life and how to work for a better world." -- Linus Pauling

Any physician or panel of hospital-based physicians, claiming that vitamin C is experimental, unapproved, and/or posing unwarranted risks to the health of the patient, is really only demonstrating a complete and total ignorance and/or denial of the scientific literature, and a serious question as to what the real motivations might be in the withholding of such a therapy, then arises.

I haven't come across a single hospital in the United States that would allow intravenous vitamin C to be given under any circumstances.

All diseases are different forms of focal scurvy arising from increased oxidative stress....Osteoporosis is a focal scurvy of the bones.

Far and away, viruses have been most uniquely susceptible to vitamin C; other pathogens yes, but viruses exquisitely so....Basically, any antioxidant is going to do it; vitamin C does it more effectively...

Klenner documented the ability of vitamin C...to reliably neutralize any toxin treated, when sufficiently dosed and administered for a long enough period of time.

Although intravenous is a great way to get it in there, if you don't have intravenous available, and you're persistent with high dosage, you can get the same responses orally that you would get intravenously, for the most part.

Vitamin C is an absolute virucide. It is often bacteriocidal; almost always bacteriostatic; and always strongly supportive of an optimally competent immune system.

There has not been a toxin, to which vitamin C has been introduced, that it has not neutralized. None. Zero. Nada.

Once I started taking enough of my vitamin C...I...just couldn't buy enough alcohol to get drunk anymore.

I call the annals of medical literature, "the great graveyard." It's where all wonderful facts go to die.

Oxidative stress definition: A state existing when the production of free radicals (highly reactive pro-oxidants) in the himan body, exceeds the body's antioxidant capacity to neutralize them, or to prevent their production in the first place. Oxidative stress always results when there is a deficiency of antioxidants and/or there is an excess of free radicals.

All infections and all toxins cause cell tissue damage and produce symptoms by increasing oxidative stress. Period. That's it. No exceptions. There's no other magical way your body gets damaged. It's when you get increased oxidative stress....Increased oxidative stress (intracellular and/or extracellular) causes all diseases, and causes all disease symptoms.

At the molecular level, oxidative stress is the depletion of electrons from the molecules that are oxidized. The more molecules there are that are oxidized, the more oxidative stress that is present. This represents not only a theory, but a highly efficient and accurate working model in clinical medicine.

The defining property of a nutrient is to metabolize into one or more substances that have the ability to donate electrons (REDUCTION). Antioxidant = Nutrient and Nutrient = Antioxidant. The defining property of a toxin, directly or indirectly, is its ability to deplete electrons (OXIDATION). Pro-oxidant = Toxin and Toxin = Pro-oxidant. This is not an over-simplification....Everything that is toxic, whether it is cyanide that kills you in 30 secionds, or10 grams of mercury that gradually gives you multiple-sclerosis as you get older, they are both doing their damage in the same manner. They're just not doing it at the same site, to the same degree, to the same rapidity.

Even though there is a tremendous variety of molecular structure among all the known toxins, they all share the same property of taking, or causing to take, electrons from other molecules; oxidizing them and causing a state of increased oxidative stress. If a molecule does not cause the loss of one or more electrons from another molecule, it IS NOT TOXIC and it CANNOT BE TOXIC. It's a synonym: Toxic = Oxidant; Oxidant = Toxic. Toxicity and any symptoms of toxicity cannot exist unless electrons are being taken from other molecules (oxidation).

Increased oxidative stress IS all disease.

The chemical nature of a toxin prevents redonation of the electrons taken (basic difference between an antioxidant and a reduced toxin). An antioxidant readily gives up electrons, and a reduced toxin does not....the chemical nature of the toxin only allows it to take and keep electrons, while the antioxidant can repeatedly take and give electrons.

This is all part of the global theroy of disease....it covers all diseases, 100%.

Dietary toxin exposures; when you have a constipated gut, i.e. when you "go" less than once a day, you have a whole bunch of root canals in your gut, because you're producing and releasing the same type of anaerobic, horribly toxic toxins, that are produced in the mouth with infections, in your gut....You really should "go" at least twice a day. That should be your minimum. Your average gut trasnsit time - in other woirds, you eat something now, when does it come out, should be between 8 and 12 hours (closer to 12 hours). So really, two a day is a good number. And even once a day, and only once a day, you are subjecting yourself to significant additional toxins on that basis.

Treatment principles for all chronic degenerative diseases. 
1) Prevent/minimize new daily toxin prooxidant) exposure (enviromental, dental, dietary, digestive).
2) Neutralize exixting toxins present in the body.
3) Excrete toxin stores in a non-toxic, or minimally toxic, manner....Getting sick as hell, while your toxins come out, is not doing your body any favors. It's annihilating your immune system. It's burning 	down the house to get rid of the roaches.
4) Resolve infections, and eliminate the reasons for contracting new infections.
5) Supplement optimally to maximize the antioxidant nutrient status of the body as completely as possible.
6) Address hormone imbalance, typically testosterone, estrogen, and/or thyroid hormone.

Vitamin C, in its active, reduced form, needs to maximally accumulate inside the cells of the targeted tissue(s). As well, vitamin C should reach optimal concentrations in the extracellular spaces. Basically, you want to get it everywhere. You want to get it everywhere in as high a concentration as you can. That is the stupidly simple goal.

Giving [intravenous] vitamin C very rapidly drops your blood sugar, but that does a lot of good things too.

Calcium is like iron: You need it to live, and you need it to die. Iron kills and iron sustains. Calcium kills, and calcium sustains.

Almost all clinical failures of vitamin C administration are due to inadequate dosing. While lower doses will still be of benefit to the patient, a 30-gram IV may result in little discernable clinical improvement, while a 50-gram, a 100-gram, or a 150-gram infusion could still demonstrate progressively more positive clinical responses. Tiny (500 mg)....microdoses of vitamin C account for virtually all of the negative articles regularly published about in vitro and in vivo effects of vitamin C.

Regular vitamin C is predominantly extracellular. Liposomal C is predominanly intracellular.

I am a consaultant for Livon Labs.

I found that 5 grams of liposome encapsulated vitamin C had a greater clinical impact in me, in an acute viral syndrome, than 50 grams intravenously. [!]

Potassium is another double-edge sword - you absolutely need it for life, and too much of it will kill you in a New York second.

A lot of the most effective antibiotics are effective because they are iron chelaters. They start binding up all of the iron and the infection basically starves to death.

If you are going to take your chemotherapy for cancer, and that is not my recommendation...

Calcium supplementation increases all-cause mortality; calcium channel-blockers decrease all-cause mortality, in virtually everybody.

A far infrared sauna is just about the best health investment you can make....Far and away the best health habit you can do.

Reducing oxidative stress inside cells and in the extracellular space is always the main goal in ANY medical condition. ALL symptoms and pathology are produced by pro-oxidant mechanisms. In addition to the specific mechanisms by which vitamin C can effectively treat cancer, atherosclerosis, and infections, the role of oxidative stress in all medical conditions makes the proper administration of vitamin C the most important consideration in treating any medical condition.

Root canal treated teeth. No exceptions. No, exceptions. 100% of root canaled teeth are infected. They're not only infected; they're infected wirth anaerobic organisms that produce highly toxic sustances.

Enormously potent toxins are present in the gut of most individuals, due to suboptimal to poor digestion. Regular C-flushes ("Reverse Bulemia") can profoundly reduce anaerobic gut toxins (flushing out toxins and neutralizing toxins in sit - especially for excess protein late in the day or evening) and needs to be done first thing in the morning.

Good food, poorly digested, is much more toxic, and much less supportive of good health, than poor foods optimally digested. Obviously, the best option, is good food optimally digested.

When food is not out of your system in 12 to 14 hours, it rots and putrifies.

Testosterone; Estrogen; Thyroid; they affect every cell in your body.

Therapy for cancer, CAD, and all other chronic degenerative diseases needs to proceed through four steps:
a) Lessen/minimize new toxin exposure;
b) Eliminate stored toxins;
c) Restore hormonal balance (sex and thyroid);
d) Optimize antioxidant levels.

